CENTRAL ZOO AUTHORITY

1. Entitlement to Travel by Air: Only through Air India.

Officer who are drawing or retired from the Grade Pay of Rs. 5400/- and above are entitled for Air Travel. Air Travel should be done only through Air India only.

In case there is no direct flight of Air India from One Destination to other Destination, the officer may travel through Air India to Hub Point and from there through its Alliance Partner failing which other air service.


2. Rates of Road Mileage admissible on Tour and Transfer.

1. Restricted to the Rates prescribed either by the Director of Transport of the concerned state or of the neighboring State:

2. And in case no rates are available than

   (i) For journey performed in own car/taxi Rs. 24.00
   (ii) For journey performed by auto rickshaw/own scooter, etc. Rs. 12.00
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